FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
GRAVITAS VENTURES ACQUIRES ADULT INTERFERENCE
Adult Interference will be available on demand September 17th.
CLEVELAND (August 26, 2019) —Gravitas Ventures, a Red Arrow Studios company, has acquired all rights to ADULT INTERFERENCE, starring Ted Welch (The
Help, True Blood), George Baron, Mike Vogel (Secret Obsession, The Help),
Christine Woods (HBO’s Hello Ladies), Matt Barr (Sleepy Hollow), and Kate Upton (The Other Woman). ADULT INTERFERENCE was directed by Stefanie Black
and Jacquie Phillips. The film will be available on demand September 17th.
An actor, Bo Treadwell (Welch), known mostly as a commercial spokesperson,
heads to his hometown for a high school reunion. He gets arrested for a DUI
and blacklisted from all future prospects. Down on his luck and sentenced to
house arrest, he is faced with his past. Bo meets Elliot (Baron), the awkward
kid who lives across the street. While bonding over football, these unlikely
friends teach each other a little bit about growing up and what it means to be
a man.

"We were so inspired by the films and tv shows we grew up on, everything from Goonies to Growing Pains. We wanted to make a film that
would make audiences laugh out loud and also shed a tear or two. ADULT
INTERFERENCE is our love letter to the films of the 80s and 90s with a
modern twist.” said co-directors Phillips and Black.
“Jacquie and Stefanie have made a raucous comedy with a big heart at its
core, and we look forward to audiences worldwide going on the journey of Bo
and Elliot,” said Tony Piantedosi, Vice President of Acquisitions at Gravitas Ventures.

ADULT INTERFERENCE is produced by Sarena Khan, Jacquie Phillips, Brian
Adler, and Sabyn Mayfield and executive produced by Patrick Millsaps,
Nancy DeWitt Pickard, Christopher Barkley and Nicholas Buggs.
Tony Pantedosi from Gravitas Ventures negotiated the deal with
producer, Sabyn Mayfield on behalf of the filmmakers.

